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147. On the Point Spectrum of the Schrbdinger Operator

By Sigeru MIZOHATA and Kiyoshi MOCHIZUKI
(Comm. by Kinjir6 KUNUGI, M.J.A., NOV. 12, 1963)

1. Introduction. Let us consider the SchrSdinger operator defined
in R

(1.1) L- .1 3 bj(x) +q(x)

_/+2i,bj 3__+i Ob +c(x),x
where b(x) and q(x) are real-valued. Our purpose is to show that, under
certain conditions on b and q, the point spectrum of the operator L
is finite.

Let us assume"
const(C) b(x)(R), c(x)(Co), [c(x)][xl.+const, 0.

Under this assumption, it is easy to see
Lemma 1.1. The operator L has a unique self-adjoint exten-

sion A, and (A)--, moreover we have
u(x) u

for any eigenfunction (2--A)u=0 for , A being arbitrary posi-
tive number.

In section 2, we require more stringent condition:

b(C) b(x)(R); b(x), [x](x) are bounded; c(x)(Co);

hen, under the assumptions (e) and (e), we have
emma 1.2. et () be a otio of A--2, eal. We

have ()boo(o). Moreover, i eihboehoog of the ofii,
e have

eonst eonstI ( )l eonst,

2. Upper boundedness of the eigenalues.
Theorem 1. Uge the amtio (C), (C), thee eit 2,>0

1) In this note, we used the notations of L. Schwartz in his treatise (Thorie des
Distributions). Let us explain these briefly: f(x)n, if f(x) has continuous bounded
derivatives up to order m. f(x) ,m(.Q), if f is merely continuously differentiable in
up to order m. L is the space of all functions such that DfL2(Rn),
]]f- Df. () is the space of all functions such that Df(x)eL(),

II<, with the norm" ]]Df[lo). fC(loc)(), if f,(), for all

(x) ().
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such that, for 2eEl0, ) there exists no eigenvalue of A.
Proof. We follow.the Wienholtz work ([3). Let us assume, for

the moment, u(x)eC(Co). Let us start from the identity:

(n+2){(--Au)/(--A)u}-- --n -xlU +2 (xlUx)x
,k

--2,(XUxx+XxU)x+21x -A+u] Au in R.
Let u(x)e be a solution of Au-2u. Taking into account of (1.1),

21x[ u.o[xl OI [.Au --2n(2--c(x))]u] +I+J--4iK,) where

+3 (xb)uxg-- Ox(xb)ug""
Now, taking into account of (1.1),

f(n+2){(--u)g+(--g)u}--2n(2--c(x)) u gx

2f(2--e())I d+

where const means a constant independent of u(x), r and 2. This
convention will be made hereafter. The integration is taken over
{x;sgx]gr}. Next, we integrate (the second member of (*))
--2n(2--c(x))]u] on the domain sgx]gr. Taking into account of
Lemma 1.2, this integral is estimated by the following form"

const (1+r+r) flu +]grad u +]Ux] dS

+const ul ]grad ul.dx+2 x[

Therefore we have the inequality

(2.2) 2 f(2--e())ll g+2 f[grad

2)
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--2 Ix]

_const (l+rq-2r) lul +]grad

Up to now, we assume u(x)eC(Co). We can remove this assumption.
Take a mollifier (x), and consider u=.u(x), u satisfies

(2.3) Au+Cu-2u, where C-[., B, B--2ib.+i
Since u(x)e::o(Co) (Lemma 1.2), uu in (o(Co), and that we

0 C gzO, as 0. his shows that, by the assageknow
x]

to the limit, the above reasoning is also true.
Finally we have, taking into account of the condition (C),

(2.4) xl O x
u dxCo grad u dx+c() u 12 dx,

where can be taken arbitrarily small.
Finally, taking into account of (C) and of (**) of the footnote

3), if we choose 00 suciently large,

(2.5) 2(2--20)fu] dxgconst (+r+r)f[ul+lgradul+EluldS.
lx]r

Dividing both sides by r, and integrating in r from a(>0) to R, we
have

20) f u dx log gconst f u+ grad u2(2 dx.
Ixla allR

Since u(x), the right hand side tends to a finite limit when
R+, hence u(x)O for ]xga. Since a is arbitrary, we have
u(x)O.

3. initeness of positive eigenvalues. We impose the following
conditions on the behavior of be and c at infinity.

(1) 1(C) b(x)--b+b(x), b being real; b(x), (x), q(x)--O

We want to prove
Theorem 2. Under the assumptions (C), (C), for any A > O,

there exists at most a finite number of eigenvalues of the operator
A in 0, AJ. Here the number is counted with multiplicity.

3) In fact

(**) ixl._iax + ...<’- dx+ [u(x) dx

g4f ]gradu,Zdx+c($) f ,u(x)ldx.
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Since

i 3x i
in order to prove Theorem 2, it is enough to assume that b(x) them-
selves satisfy (C), therefore c(x)-- b(x)+ q(x) satisfies the same
condition as q(x) in (C). So we assume

(C4) bj,
bj c(x)-O(. 1 ), e

2
It is easy to see that, if u(x) e(A) . satisfies Au 2u, O,

we have

(3.1) u(x)-- l f e’’-" { .3 (y)+c(y)4 Ix--y]
2ib(y) . +i u(y)dy.

Now we prove the following lemma due essentially to Povzner
([2):

Lemma .1. Let us consider the function
__

e(3.2) (x)
J ]x’yla(y)u(y)dy’ u(x)eL,

The

(3.3) (x)- e-’7’)a(y)u(y)dy+(x)o(x)+(x), where,-- x

I1 j I’
00

(3.4) [(x)[
(l+lxl)’* 2 4’

of . In particular, if (x)L, then 0(x)O.
Proof. Let us write

(x)-
x-y]

a(y)u(y)dy+ dy.

]second term[ g f a(g) I()ldNef ]()1 d

,l-yl+ Ix .+’"

4) In fact
dy const

<:lxl.p h>0. See -1, p. 20.[x--y[[y]+
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Put g(x)

e-(’’(l+ x O(r))(l +O(r)), where

el’l f e-(’’)lx[O(v’)a(y)u(y)dY

we have
constconst ]y ] const_p___ II U II i1.5+(___1Ig(x) l<- ii- (l+ly[)

+lu(y)Idy<- ]x[
Concerning the other terms, we have easier estimates. Finally
e" ’’ fe_.a(y)u(y)dy ]E const I[ u ]]- const

Remark. We can apply this lemma to the integrands in (3.1).
Concerning the term c(y)u(y), since c(x) is not bounaed, we take the
following precaution:

f Ic(yDu(yDI dy cllull  ,scCbiDlfUllL (Lemma 1.1).
lyl

Finally we see that the lemma is also true for
Lemma .2. (Equi-continuity). The eigenfunctions

corresponding to 2 0, are uniformly bounded and equicontinu-
ous, provided that u IL -- 1.

Proof. Uniform boundedness is an immediate consequence
Lemma 1.1. To show the equi-continuity, it is enough to remark that

satisfies
p(x)- f(x’) N Ce x-x’l II v

and also the above remark.
Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 show that the set of all eigenunctions

u(x)e corresponding to le0, A, IIu(x)IIr=l forms a compact set
in L. This proves Theorem 2.

Final remark. If we apply a recent work of Birman to (1.1),
we can affirm the finiteness of the negative discrete spectrum.
Namely, let us assume

(C) q(), b()b(w)--O s>O, for

where b(x)--b+b(x), b are real constants, then under the assump-
tions (C) and (C), the negative eigenvalues are finite. Let us remark,

above all, that as in Theorem 2, we can assume instead o b(x), b(x)
themselves satisfy (C). Following the notation of [4, let us write
(1.1) under the form

( 1 +(x)} B,
i

D(A)=D(B)=(R). Now, let Hx be the completion of D(A)by the
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metric (Au, u) 1/2. It is easy to see that H is the same as the com-
pletion of D(A)by the metric Ilgrad u IlL2. Since the form Bu, u is
completely continuous in HA, we can apply Theorem 1.3 of 4.
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